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Operating/assembly instructions for beach volleyball posts 

Thank you very much for choosing a Sport-Thieme product. 
We want to make sure that you can enjoy this product, so here is some important 
advice for your safety as well as for the use and maintenance of the equipment. 

Please read these instructions fully before you assemble and use the equipment: 

Illustration 1: Beach volleyball posts 
with ground sockets 

1. General

The beach volleyball posts (product code 115 8032) are intended for setting the posts 
directly into the foundations using concrete or for use with a ground socket (151 
5611). 

The beach volleyball posts (product code 115 8061) are intended for use in ground 
sockets. The ground sockets are included. 

The posts have a diameter of 83 mm and each come with two comb-shaped bars. 
The height of the net can be adjusted in increments using these bars by positioning 
the snap hook at the required height when the net line is slack and then tightening 
the net again. 
The playing height for men (2.43 m) and for women (2.24 m) as well as many heights 
in-between can be set without detaching the net. 
The adjustment range is approx. 50 cm. 

All materials are either hot-dip galvanised or stainless steel and therefore 
weatherproof. 
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Included with product code 115 8061 are the covers for the ground sockets. 

2. Operating and assembly instructions

The ground sockets for product code 115 8061 are set into the foundations using 
concrete. The foundations should be laid to the measurements in illustration 2. 
The foundations require a load-bearing ground underneath. Consider the setting time 
before erecting the posts. 
For product code 115 8032, the post is directly and firmly set into the foundation using 
concrete. The ground sockets are inserted to a depth of approx. 35 cm. The 
foundation for the socket should be approx. 80x80x80 cm in natural ground and 
approx. 100x100x100 cm in backfilled, light ground.  
Once you have set the beach volleyball posts (product code 115 8032) into the 
foundations or inserted the beach volleyball posts (product code 115 8061) into the 
sockets, you can attach the net to the eyelets. See product number 117 8324 for a 
matching beach volleyball net from our range. 
After the game, the volleyball posts (product code 115 8061) can be easily removed 
by pulling them out of the sockets. 
Close the sockets with the respective covers once the posts have been removed. 
The covers are intended to protect the sockets from any dirt. 
Net attachment see ill. 3. 

Ensure that there is no dirt in the ground sockets! 

Illustration 2: Foundation (without and with ground socket) 
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Illustration 3: Net attachment 

Caution: Do not overload or climb the equipment! 

Maintenance and care instructions 

Instructions: Carry out a visual check at regular intervals. Due to our 
continuous quality control of the products, technical changes 
may occur which may lead to slight deviations in the 
instructions. 
Check at regular intervals that the screw connections are tight. 
Check the equipment for possible damage and replace worn-out 
parts. Ensure the perfect condition of the ground socket. 

We are happy to answer any questions 
you may have. 

Your Sport-Thieme Team 




